Recent findings in the modern RNA world.
It is assumed that modern life forms arose from a molecular ancestor in which RNA molecules both stored genetic information and catalyzed biochemical reactions. In modern cells, these functions are carried out, respectively, by DNA and proteins, but diverse cellular RNAs are also involved in key cellular functions. In this paper, we review the cellular RNAs that are ubiquitous and/or that perform essential biological functions, and we discuss the evolutionary relationships of such RNAs with a prebiotic RNA world. This unexpected biological diversity of cellular RNAs and the crucial functions they perform in cellular metabolism demonstrate the complexity of an RNA-driven metabolism in an ancient RNA world and in modern life. Cellular RNAs are involved in translation (tRNA and rRNA) but also in ribosome maturation (snoRNA) and more generally in RNA processing (snRNA and snoRNA), replication (telomerase RNA), editing, protein translocation (SRP RNA), cellular transport (vRNA) and translation quality control (tmRNA). In addition, the function of many other cellular RNAs has not yet been determined. Future investigations of RNA function will allow us to better understand not only early evolutionary biological processes but also the central metabolism of modern cells.